RAPID CHANGES IN HEALTHCARE, IS YOUR HOSPITAL KEEPING UP?

Day Hospitals Australia National Conference 2018
19 – 21 September | Pullman Melbourne Albert Park, Victoria

TO REGISTER ONLINE AND VIEW THE FULL CONFERENCE PROGRAM, visit www.dayhospitalsaustraliaconference.com
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATIONS CLOSE 31 JULY 2018

Day Hospitals Australia actively advocates and represents over two thirds of all day hospital facilities nationally to ensure relevancy and sustainability within the healthcare industry.

The Day Hospitals Australia 2018 National Conference features a program that addresses key topics concerning the medical industry and its practitioners, and is the only National Conference held in Australia specifically targeted towards the day hospital sector.

Delegates will hear from inspirational speakers and industry leaders with concurrent workshops focusing on the key aspects of running a day hospital:

- MANAGEMENT
- CLINICAL
- BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

2018 Speakers include:

Rob Edwards
Live Well, it's all about you

Michael Bunting
Mindful Leadership: An essential aspect of cultural health and wellness

Sarah Butler
Reimagining the Future of Health

Matt Schlapfer
How Different Personality Tendencies manage risk

Dr Sam Martin
Making less fuss of knee replacement surgery in Australia and the inexorable trend toward day stay, it isn't all about good analgesia

Troy & Zara Swindells-Grose
Conference MC's